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Abstract
On March 24, 1986, a unit startup was in progress with the reactor at 10% power. At 1454
hours, the Plant experienced a generator motoring trip (generator lockout) resulting in a
turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip.

Unit 2 was being placed online. One of the Oil Circuit Breakers (OCB) was closed,
connecting Unit 2 with the system grid. Once the OCB is closed, at least one of the shut
position limit switches on the turbine governor valves must clear (governor valve not
fully shut) within one minute to clear the motoring trip signal.

System load was being picked up, however, the governor valves were not opened sufficiently
to clear at least one shut position limit switch within one minute of closing the OCB
resulting in a generator motoring trip. The onshift operators were not aware, nor did
procedures or logic diagrams indicate, that the governor valve shut limit switches were
prrt of the generator motoring trip circuit. It was generally believed this feature came
solely from megawatt output.

The turbine governor valve shut position limit switches were reset to clear with the
turbine at rated speed. Procedures will be revised to incorporate the new setpoint and
provide more specific guidance to the operator to avoid a generator motoring trip.

Additionally, the turbine trip logic diagram will be corrected and licensed operators will
review this report to ensure understanding of this feature.
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Event Description
'

On March 24, 1986, a unit startup was in progress with the reactor at 10% power. At
1454 hours, the Plant experienced a generator motoring trip (generator lockout)
resulting in a turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip.

Unit 2 was being placed online. One of the Generator Output Oil Circuit Breakers (OCB)
was closed, connecting Unit 2 with the system grid. Once the OCB is closed, at least
one of the shut position limit switches on the turbine governor valves must clear
(governor valve not fully shut) within one minute. This feature prevents the turbine
grnerator from motorizing. These limit switches were set such that, with the generator
producing as much as 30 megawatts, the motoring trip signal was still present. At
1 cast one closed limit switch on the governor should be open once the turbine reaches
ested speed. Additional system load was being picked up in a controlled manner to
cvoid S/C level instabilities incurred at low power levels and to maintain RCS Tave.
The turbine governor valves were not opened sufficiently to clear at least one shut
position limit switch within one minute of closing the OCB; therefore, a generator
motoring trip was received. Plant equipment performed as expected during the event.

Ccuse
The onshift operators were not aware that the governor valve shut limit switches were
p2rt of the generator motoring trip circuit. The turbine generator startup procedure
did not address this feature nor was the motoring trip included on the turbine trip
logic diagram. It was generally understood that any positive megawatt production would
clear the motoring trip.

Corrective Actions
The turbine governor valve shut position limit switches were reset such that at least
one limit switch wiLL clear when the turbine reaches rated speed. Maintenance
procedures will be revised to incorporate the new setpoint, and startup procedures will
be revised to provide more specific guidance to the operator to avoid a spurious
gtnerator motoring trip.

.

Additionally, the turbine trip logic diagram will be corrected and licensed operators
will review this report to ensure understanding of this feature.
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' United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

H. B. ROBINSON STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT No. 2
DOCKET NO 50-261
LICENSE NO. DPR-23

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 86-010

Dear Sir:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73, Licensee Event Report System, the enclosed
Licensee Event Report is submitted. This report fulfills the requirements for
a written report within (30) days of a reportable event and is in accordance
with the format set forth in NUREC-1022, September, 1983.

Very truly yours,

k
.,

R. E. Morgan
General Manager

H. B. Robinson S. E. Plant

GH: esp

Enclosure

cc: INPO
H. E. P. Krug
J. N. Grace
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